LEARN AND LEAD NEWSLETTER

FEATURED COURSE:
INFLUENCER: THE NEW SCIENCE OF LEADING CHANGE

Influencer is a leadership course with proven strategies to drive rapid and sustainable behavior change, get individuals to work together, motivate and enable others to take initiative, and increase employee engagement.

DATE: JUNE 26TH
TIME: 8:30AM TO 5:00PM
PLACE: BRIC, SYMPOSIUM ROOM 2160

Register today in Baylor Compass

ARTICLE
A Strong Foundation and A Learning Culture Helps Navigate Uncertain Times
by: Charlie Walter
Learn and Lead Contributor

TOOLKIT
Understand Baylor’s compensation philosophy and the different factors that go into determining pay.

MANAGER’S CORNER:
Need a discussion starter for your next team meeting?
This short video from Patrick Lencioni sparks a conversation about holding each other accountable.

QUESTIONS?: EMAIL LEARNANDLEAD@BAYLOR.EDU

Quote: "Change behavior, change the world."
- Rich Sheridan, CEO, Menlo Innovations